SMALL FARM 740

REFERENCE: 740

PROPERTY TYPE: Small Farm
DESCRIPTION:
On one side of the valley in the village Torgal, in
LOCATION:
TOWN:
Castanheira de Pêra the immediate vicinity of Castanheira da Pera,
lays this small estate, consisting of a house and
COUNTY:
Castanheira de Pêra
land with wine and fruit trees. In the valley you can
DISTRICT:
Leiria
hear the sound of the river Pera, as the house was
TYPOLOGY: T4
originally used for textile processing. The house
STATUS: To rebuild
seems pretty convoluted and twisty on the ground
floor and the first floor, the residential floor, this
TYPE OF BUSINESS: Sale
makes the house unique, and gives it originality.
REFERENCE:
740
There is a vast scope to transform this spacious
GROSS AREA:
161 m2
dwelling into an expansive family home. On the
LAND AREA:
1091 m2
ground floor, accessible from the large rear gated
ENERGY CERTIFICATE:
F
entrance, there are 5 medium sized rooms and an
PRICE:
59500 euros
unfinished bathroom. Here you can create living
space or work spaces i.e workshops, or a studio.
On the first floor, the front main entrance leads
into the unfinished kitchen, with three other doors
into the further 2 other rooms, all internally
connected. On this floor there was the tought to
create three bathrooms. A room off the kitchen is
connected via an internal staircase from the
ground floor. To the other side of the house,
toward the river, you have access to a large,
landscaped terrace alongside the house with a
panoramic view. Aside the main entrance there is
a garage. The property is located in a very
attractive location, close to the river, near
Castanheira, in a quiet neighbourhood. The house
has immense potential to create a spacious house
within a raesonable renovation budget. The roof

requires replacing, the premises requires partial
restoration, and the kitchen and sanitary facilities
require complete refurbishment. In 3 minutes you
can reach the three most interesting river beaches
of the region, in 10 minutes you are on the IC8
towards the coast (80km), Porto (220km) and
Lisbon (220km).CE: F
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